
 

2018 TURKEY CHALLENGE LOAD LIST 
 

Movement Pro 

Open, 40+, 
17-18 15-16 13-14 

Deadlift 365/245 275/175 155/105 115/75 
Clean and jerk 245/165 185/125 115/75 85/55 
Snatch 185/125 135/95 85/55 65/45 
Kettlebells 72/53 53/35 35/26 26/16 
Wall ball 30/20 20/14 14/10 10/8 

Pullups Chest to bar Chin over/C2B* 

Chin 
over/C2B* Chin over 

Box jumps 32/24" 24/20" 20/20" 20/20" 

Double unders yes yes yes yes 

Odd objects yes yes yes yes 

Muscle ups, 
pistols, and 
HSPU's yes Not required* Not required* Not required* 

Fun, challenge, 
and maybe 
some humble 
pie yes yes yes yes 

 
The above weights and movements represent roughly what the ‘heaviest’ load could be expected to 
be in a workout. Obviously, we wouldn’t do high reps at heavy loads, so you don’t need to be able to 
do tons of reps, but should be able to hold good form and be safe. 
 
*These gymnastics movements may be presented, but will be done in a way that it is not required and 
only adds to your score if you can do them. 
 
At the end of the day, we 100% got your back and don’t like seeing people 
fail or get hurt. But, we do like creating an environment that is challenging 
and brings out your FULL POTENTIAL! 
 



For any specific questions or concerns about the load list or movements, 
email patrick@mbscrossfit.com. 
 
 
 
 

DIVISIONS REQUIREMENTS: 
 
PRO INDIVIDUALS - Pro individuals should be able to do all the movements and weights listed 
comfortably in a workout with safe form. 
 
PRO TEAMS -  Pro teams should have at least one male and one female that can do muscle ups and 
HSPU’s. It will be possible to work around one (or two?) athletes not having those movements, but it 
would obviously be quite a bit more difficult on the other team members! 
 
OPEN - For all Open divisions, all individuals and members of teams should be able to do the weights 
and movements listed safely in a scored workout.  
 
40+ - For all 40+ divisions, all individuals and members of teams need to be 40 years of age as of the 
first day of competition. Photo identification will be required at check in. They should all be 
comfortable with the movements and weights listed. 
 
TEEN - Teen athletes must be in the age division they sign up for on the day of competition. 
Identification will be required at check in. They should all be comfortable with the movements and 
weights listed. 
 
 






